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retlexions is again indicative of the randomness of orientation of the 
layers. It appears, therefore, when meta-halloysite is formed from 
halloyslte by low-temperature dehydration that the H 10 layers are 
expelled with subsequent collapse of the randomly orientated kaolinitic 
layers. 

The exact values of the basal spacings, (001) and (002), of meta
halloysite appear significant. Naturally occurring specimens give 
values for d (001) of the order of 7 ·3-7 ·5 A., and the line is generally 
diffuRe, mainly on the low angle side; d (002) is about 3·6 A., •o that 
d (001) > 2 x d (002). Heat treatment sharpens the (001) line con
siderably and reduces d (001) almost to 7 ·2 A. ; the (002) line also 
sharpens slightly but with little change of spacing. This is illustrated 
In the figure. It is suggested that the kaolinitic layers in meta-halloyslte 
are originally distorted, with some layers more widely spaced than 
7·2 A., and that heat treatment causes the layers to 'settle down' 
into a more regular formation. This may also be correlated with 
MacEwan's ob•ervation that meta-halloyslte formed by gentle de
hydration of halloysite will combine almost completely with ethylene 
glycol, whereas after heat treatment this is no longer possible ; this 
probably indicates that with heat treatment the numbers of effective 
linkages between the kaolinite sheets Increases. 
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Patterson Distributions and Native Protein Crystallography 
ME:GAMOLECULAR crystals such as the crystals of native proteins 

confront X-ray crystallography with a new situation, since the 
structure of the molecules is unknown. We suggest that a systematic 
study of what may be called the language of structure factors may be 
a useful, even a necessary, preliminary to the interpretation of the 
Intensity maps of crystals containing megamolecnles of unknown 
structure. A preliminary study of this nature has therefore been 
undertaken•. The purpose of this note is to describe one by-product 
of this work which may be of interest In view of the gre.at prominence 
given to the Patterson <liagrams of protein crystals, namely, a method 
of evaluating the Patt.erson distribution of a given distribution. 

Let g(x) be a distribution in one-dimensional space satisfying 
appropriate conditions•. Then its structure factor Is 

00 

G(X) = {e 2n·xxg(x)dx 

-oo 
and 

'XJ 

g(x) = je -2nixXG(X)dX. 

-oo 

Now by definition the Patterson distribution gp(x) has the structure 
factor I G(X) I'· Hence 

As an example, let g(x) be 1, !, 0 according as x• is less than. equal 
to or greater than unity. Then · 

G(X) = sin2rtX/rtX, 

and It follows that 

00 r -2nixX' : s 
gp(x) = e G(XJ! dX 

-oo 

00 

= zj cos2rtX(sin2rtX/rtX) 2dX. 

Using Dirichlet's discontinuous factor, we tlnd that gp(x) is con
fined to the strip for which x• Is less than 4 and within that range is 
given by 

gp(x) = 2 -JxJ. 
The method may be used also in cases In two- and three-dimensions 

We may cite two examples. · 
Let g(xu<) be a unit distribution contlncd to a cube volume defined 

by the planes x• = 1, Y' = 1, z' = 1. Then, proceeding after the 
same manner, its structure ractor Is 

00 00 00 

G(XYZ)=f f fe2ni(xX+vY+zZ>dxdydz 

-oo -ro -oo 

= (sin2rtXsin2rtYsin2rtZ)/rt3XYZ. 
Now, by definition, the Patterson distribution is given by 

00 00 00 

fff 
-2ni(xX+yY+zZ) : I" 

gp(xyz) = e jG(XYZ)
1 

dXdYdZ. 
-'Xl -oo -oo 

Again making use of Dirichlet's discontinuous factor, we tlnd that the 
Patterson distribution is confined to a similarly situated cube of 
double the dimensions and is given therein by 

gp(xyz) = (2- !xi) (2- IYIJ (2 -lzl). 
Let g(r) be a spherically symmetric distribution. Then its structure 

factor, also spherically symmetric, is given by 

00 

G(R) = 4rtjr•g(r) [sin2rtrRJ2rtrR]dr, 

as In the case of the atomic gcattering factor, for example. Th• 
Patter.on distribution is then 

00 

fJp(r) = 4rt r R•jG(Rf[sin2rtrRj2rtrR]dR. 
0 

If g(r) = l/r within the unit spbere and is zero outaide it, then 

G(R) = (l-cos2rtR]/rtR 2
• 

The Patterson distribution is then 

gp(r) = 4rt{R• f l-cos2rtR 
l rtR 2 } 

• R dR. 
2rtrR 

0 

It follows that g(r) is contlned to a sphere of double the rlimensiom, 
being given by 

gp(r) = rt(4-3r,r-4+4/r) 
for r = 0 to 1 and 1 to 2, respectively. Proceeding in the same waT 
with · 

g(r) = afr+b+or+dr 2 ••• 

we may study the anatomy of the Patterson distribution correspond· 
ing to two or more distributions superposed, analysing It into the 
terms due to the distributions separately and tho terms due to their 
interactions in pairs. This analysis is of interest In connexion with 
all native protein crystals which are essentially protein-water systems. 
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Total Reflexion in Absorbing Media 
IT does not appear that the features of total retlexion In the case of 

two absorbing media have been well Introduced Into light, particularly 
a discontinuity which characterizes it, and which may provide a new 
method of comparing conductivities. 

We consider a plane electromagnetic wave Incident on a plane 
boundary between a medium with inductive capacity a,

1 
conductivity 

a,, and a medium with e, a,. We assume JJ 1 = Let the boundary 
be the y-t plane ; let the electric vector be perpendicular to the plane 
of incidence, and be represented in the two media respectively by : 

= Ee-v'e,JJw[a.,z+a.z+ilnx+ib.z]+iwt, } 

E<;> = E"e-•/B;Pw[A.a:+A,z+iBzx+iB,z]+iwt (1) 
(where w=2n x frequency). 

These quantities are connected by the relations : 

b2 - a• = 1 B 8 -A 8 = 1 l 
cr 1 - - cr2 

2a.b = --:- = 7J 1 2A.B =- = 1J2 I e: 1w e:2w 

Az = V az= :; Bz = V bz = · J 

(2) 

by means of which, if we assume knowledge of all the paramNRr> 
of the tlrst medium, and of nand 1/,, we tlnd : 
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